data driven approach, the methods used for prediction can be divided in two categories as (1)
24
The labeling of different patterns in raw input data is done with clustering method. This of centre into which the data has to be clustered. Article [1] window is not found in the series of labels, in that case, the sequence size is reduced by one unit.
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This process continues till the sequence repeat itself in label sequence at least once. This process 13 confirms that at least some sequence will repeat in complete label sequence when value of W is Finally, de-normalization process is applied to replace the labels with their alternative 18 value in the real dataset. In case, if it is required to predict more than one future values, then the 19 last predicted value is get appended on original dataset and whole procedure of PSF algorithm is 20 applied on new dataset till desire number of predictions are performed.
21
The main challenge in the process of prediction is the selection of optimum window size The modification proposed by this article was repositioning of window such that label sequence 13 will get searched at the centre of window instead of at the end of the window. The block diagram for proposed method is as shown in Figure 2 . The main contribution 9 of Seasonal PSF algorithm is the concept of seasonality in original PSF algorithm which is done The proposed method in this paper attempts the PSF algorithm to remove the drawbacks within it 16 with very less efforts. seasonal period, such that more accurate segmentation of dataset can be done. 
